LEARN ABOUT WOOL
From fibre to fashion

THE FLEXIBLE CLASSROOM RESOURCE

Take your students on the journey from the farm to the world of high fashion with Australian Wool Innovation’s LEARN ABOUT WOOL kit.

Whether investigating wool as a material for a fashion project, exploring the rich history of one of Australia’s oldest and most economically important agricultural industries, or investigating the way modern wool producers negotiate the complex balance of sustainable food and fibre production, the LEARN ABOUT WOOL kit contains plenty of material to engage and excite students across all ages and learning areas.
## WHAT’S INSIDE?

### FACTSHEETS

Two sets of factsheets have been developed to cater for both younger and older students. Each factsheet contains, full-colour images that support informative text, a glossary to explain industry jargon and links for more information.

### WOOL PROCESSING POSTERS

Three posters have been included to outline the key stages in wool processing. Sam the Lamb guides younger students through the wool processing stages with simple cartoon animations, while older students are given a guided tour through the two key processing routes: woollen and worsted processing.

### FIBRE AND FABRIC SAMPLES

A range of fibre and fabric samples will give students a hands-on experience with the unique characteristics of Australia’s finest natural fibre. Generous fabric samples are supported by informative text and images, which explains the wool and fabric characteristics and potential end uses.

### THE WORKBOOT SERIES — WOOL RESOURCE KIT

The Workboot Series — Wool Resource Kit is a complete classroom resource using Australia’s wool industry as the context for a range of exciting and stimulating lessons and activities across the learning areas.

### ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

An **8MB USB** drive is included that holds all the Kit resources and additional images, videos and PDF resources for flexible classroom use.

For more information or to request your free kit contact: AWI helpine on 1800 070 099 or email teacherskit@wool.com